W H E R E ’ S T H E B E S T P L A C E T O S TA R T ?
Shifters Forever
In the mountains of Bear Canyon Valley, grizzly
bear shifters and their mates steam up the
pages in these swoon-worthy paranormal
romances. From trespassers with hidden
agendas to curvaceous women who are ready
to take a chance, the stories in this collection
will capture your heart.

Always After Dark
Follow the Tiero family, a group of white tiger
shifters, as they head to America to find love...
and heart-stopping danger. Full of romance,
suspense, and gritty drama, this red-hot
collection is sure to entertain!

Never After Dark
In Europe, visit cities along the Mediterranean
and meet the old school Tiero white tiger
shifters who are resistant to change.
Enter a world of sex, secrets, and forbidden
love. Shifters who can turn into tigers,
leopards, and panthers must decide who they
can trust — and who they can’t live without.

Only After Dark takes place in New Orleans.
The Arceneaux shifters, led by Lézare, Vax’s
white tiger cousin—on his mother’s side. The
Arceneaux are the black sheep of the family.
Lézare doesn’t cave to public opinion. He
dictates policy in the area he rules and he
shuns old school European rules and regimes.
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More Only After Dark
Swamp witch Leandra Matthieu captues the
heart of the shifter she can’t live without, the
half Greek, half-Italian lion shifter, Theo.
Meet Étienne Arceneaux. Released from the
bonds of slavery by a death no man would have
wanted. The only remedy to avoiding that death
was the last one he would have sought.
Unbound
Glory Aleman is pledged to a shifter of another
family to keep old bloodlines alive.
Mae's nephew, Dane Forester is a sexy,
successful, movie star who uses every role and
every woman to forget the heartbreak he left
behind. Until a will-reading brings him back to
that which he never really escaped.

Barely After Dark
More of Mae Forester’s nephews!
Grizzly bear shifters steam up the pages in
these swoon-worthy paranormal romances.
From trespassers with hidden agendas to
curvaceous women who are ready to take a
chance, the stories in this collection will
capture your heart

Ever After Dark
Born out of wedlock, Cristiano Ricoletti is the
son of a millionaire lion shifter and a one-night
stand.
Capriana Valenti—Ana—is Isabel Tiero’s sister.
A stunning orange tigress shifter she’s trapped
in a situation she can’t escape. Until she learns
her prison is nothing compared to Cristiano’s.
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Shifters Forever After
Shifters Forever After follows a group of polar
bears in New York. Russian and rumored to be
mobbed up, they are a powerhouse of shifters,
determining the fate of many on the East
Coast. Mikhail Romanoff, Layla’s father, runs
this outfit with an iron fist. Layla’s sexy cousin
Malachi features prominently in this series.

Forever After Dark
Meet Circe, Marco, and the twins, Camden and
Eden. A group of panther and elemental types
that are related to Gavin’s Irish mother’s.
Denver is the stronghold of Mae’s cousins:
Marco, the panther and Circe the powerful
elemental who leads the OE (the Order of
Elementals) that Mae shunned long ago.

Shifters Forever More
Another group of grizzlies spun off from our
favorite bunch in Bear Canyon Valley. Tempers
and passions flare when the bears have to face
a set of old enemies of Sara’s.
Crossroads.

I S T H AT I T ?
NOT BY A LONG SH OT!!
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